How much or little is our model of literacy changing, and given that answer, how might we change what we do in school?
A Brief Meditation on Technology When I began teaching in the 1970s, I didn't see how (very) much digital technology would change our lives, nor did I see how it would alter our literacy practices. As my friends and family can attest, I like the new practices made possible by this technology email,blogging, and text messaging particularly. At the same time, I also like older practices infonned by very different technology, especially domestic practices like quilting and needlepointing.
1 Watching me quilt, my husband has pointed out more than once that machines could do "my" quilting more quickly and perhaps more accurately, and I predictably reply, "It's about craft." Still, I understand his perspective. The technology we choose has much to do with our intent. If the goal is efficiency and speed, a machine is better; ifthe intent is craft, aesthetics, and the pleasure of creation, a needle is better. It's not either/or; it's all ofthe above, from which we select to serve a particular purpose.
A Lesson on Literacy and Technology:
What Students Can Teach Us I often ask students about their literacy practices. One such assignment is divided into two parts: first, students identify an object that represents their definition of literacy; and second, they write a "one-pager" explaining or the ways they acquired science literacy. First, during the "early stages of composition," the children worked on the design elements and on composing the words simultaneously. In doing so, they used their beginning drafting as a substitute for planning. In other words, the kids did not have a plan ahead of time, nor did they separate out form or design from the material; rather, they worked on both concurrently.
Second, the writers used a composing process that was reiterative. While we talk about composing processes being reiterative, as they are often enacted in school, such processes are often stage-bound, with pre-writing, writing, and editing functioning as discrete entities, especially for younger writers. Here, the process the kids used was genuinely recursive, with students composing a text, then stopping in the middle to return to earlier parts of the text to make changes, and then returning to go forward.
Third, the students were aware of their audiences and built in design features intentionally to shape audience response.
The interviews were especially helpful on this point, with the students explaining the inclusion of certain features (like slide animation in a presentation slide) to slow their readers down so that they would pay attention to certain points.
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Fourth, the students took advantage ofreadymade digital resources like clip art, finding that these resources enhanced their writing. At the same time, they wanted better resources; clip art, they said, wasn't enough or good enough. Now we might say that the writing process characterized here wasn't a function ofthe computer at all, but of the co-authorship, and that is likely a factor. A good question, then, is the impact ofco-authorship on composing processes and on whether or not students then take some of that new composing practice "back" with them when they compose alone. Another good question has to do with the difference that digital technology makes, and here the authors are helpful:
Elsewhere, we have written of the potential for using children's reflections on the differences between on screen and paper texts to develop their own metalinguistic awareness (Burnett et aI, 2004b) . It may also be possible to use reflection on the process of composing on-screen texts as a starting point for considering the writing process within paper-based text production. Sensitive teaching could draw direct parallels between the kinds of changes that children make to sound and vision in order to enhance meaning and use these as the starting point for considering the kinds of changes that may be possible with words. (np)
In other words, what we learn in one writing situation-writing alone or writing in a team-and what we learn in one medium-in print or on screen--we take with us to whatever the next writing situation may be. Here are some questions for all teachers: how many writing situations should we create for students, and how do we help students reflect on the differences between those situations? Are some reflections better than others, and if so, how so? As important, how do we use these different situations to help students articulate general principles about composing in the twenty-first century?
Coming Full Circle: Twenty-first Century Literacy Through this meditation, this set of scenarios, and these questions, I've tried to think on the page-which today is more accurately put as thinking on the screen 
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